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Abstract 
Error estimates for a fast algorithm applied to a Cauchy singular integral equation 
are proved in weighted uniform norms. This algorithm is essentially based on the appli- 
cation of discrete sine transformations. Numerical results are presented. 0 1998 Else- 
vier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
K~~wvI.LIs: Cauchy singular integral equations; Fast algorithm; Discrete sine and cosine 
transformations 
1. Introduction 
In [ 1,2] there is introduced and investigated a type of fast algorithms for the 
approximate solution of operator equations in which Cauchy singular integral 
operators on an interval are involved. These algorithms are based on the sta- 
bility and convergence of a collocation-quadrature method and on a modifica- 
tion of this method, which gives the possibility to apply fast discrete sine or 
cosine transformations. In the above mentioned papers error estimates are 
proved in a scale of weighted Sobolev spaces. The aim of the present paper 
is to demonstrate for the example of a Cauchy singular integral equation 
how the convergence of the fast algorithm in weighted uniform norms can 
be studied. 
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The idea of the fast algorithm under consideration goes back to [3], where 
pseudodifferential equations in periodic Sobolev spaces are studied. Firstly, this 
idea was applied to the nonperiodic case in [l] for the example of the general- 
ized airfoil equation. Recently, in [2] the same idea was used to construct and 
investigate a fast algorithm for integro-differential equations of Prandtl’s type. 
In accordance with the above mentioned main aim of the paper we restrict our 
considerations to the case of a Cauchy singular integral equation with a regular 
perturbation kernel 
(1.1) 
x E (-1, l), wheref(x) and h(x, t) are given continuous (complex valued) func- 
tions on (-1, 1) and (-1, 1) x (-1, l), respectively, and U(X) is the unknown 
function. The underlying collocation-quadrature method is based on the zeros 
of two types of Chebyshev polynomials. The matrix of the resulting linear sys- 
tem of equations consists of a structured and an unstructured part correspond- 
ing to the Cauchy singular and the regular part of the left-hand side of 
Eq. (1. l), respectively. The structured part can be written as 
UTVA, 
where U and V are so called generalized Vandermonde matrices, A is a diago- 
nal matrix. In view of the trigonometric representation of the Chebysheff poly- 
nomials, U and V are discrete sine or cosine transformations, the application of 
which to a vector can be realized with O(n log H) complexity, where 12 is the 
order of the matrices. The fast algorithm, which is in some sense a two grid 
method, uses these fast transformations and a compression technique, basing 
on the smoothing properties of the regular part of the integral operator, and 
approximation properties of interpolation operators with respect to zeros of 
orthogonal polynomials and of Fourier projections. Thus, the investigation 
of the fast algorithm here is a nice combination of aspects of matrix theory, nu- 
merical analysis, and approximation theory as well as functional analysis on 
the basis of results in numerical linear algebra. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the weighted 
space Cp.r of continuous functions on (- 1,l) and a scale of subspaces Cl;,:, 
we recall some mapping properties of the operators involved in Eq. (1.1) with 
respect to these spaces, and we prove error estimates of the Fourier projection 
with respect to classical Jacobi weights in norms of these weighted spaces of 
continuous functions. In Section 3 we describe the fast algorithm and prove er- 
ror estimates for the approximate solution under suitable assumptions on f(x) 
and h(x, t). The numerical examples in Section 4 demonstrate that these as- 
sumptions are essential for the effectiveness of the algorithm. In particular, 
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the examples show, that the fast algorithm is only suitable if the smoothness of 
the kernel h(x, t) of the regular operator is sufficiently higher than the smooth- 
ness of the right-hand side f(x). Namely, in this case the size of the error (of the 
approximate solution w.r.t. the exact solution) of the (slow) collocation-quad- 
rature method and the fast algorithm is the same, but the gain of execution 
time is enormous. 
2. Preliminaries 
For nonnegative real numbers p and r we define the weighted space of con- 
tinuous functions 
c,,., = {u: (-1,l) + c: zPTu E C[-1, 11) 
equipped with the norm ]]u]]~,,,,~ := ]]z?~u]],, where 
U”.‘(X) = (1 - X)“( 1 + x)I 
denotes a Jacobi weight function, C[- 1, l] is the space of complex valued and 
continuous functions on [-l,l], and ]]u]lX = sup{]u(x)]: x E [-1. I]}. By Ci,r 
we designate the subspace of C,j,r of functions u E C,,,, for which 
(@‘I) = 0 if p > 0 and (u”“u)(- 1) = 0 if T > 0. Of course, C,,, and Ci,r 
are Banach spaces. Let II,,, n = 1,2,. . . , be the set of all algebraic polynomials 
of degree less than n, II, := {0}, and denote by E;-‘(u) the best weighted uni- 
form approximation of u E Cp,r by polynomials belonging to l-I,, i.e. 
Q’(u) = inf ]]u - ]] 
1 P x.,,.T: P E h}. 
(Thus, J%“‘(U) = ll4>i.J F or g iven real numbers ;I > 0 and q > 0 we consider 
the following subspaces of C,j,r: 
C;‘.Y := 
,‘.T {u E C&r: I1411,.,,;.,y < -}. 
where 
We remark that Ci,: is a Banach space ([4], Proposition 3.1) and that, for each 
p E II,. we have the Bernstein-type inequalities 
lIPll(Lr.;..y 6 n’llPll, .,,. i (2.1) 
and 
IIPll,,.7.;.y G ~~~;“IIPll,,.r.;‘.y, 0 < 7’ G 1’. (2.2) 
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In all what follows, by c we denote a positive constant which can take different 
values at different places. Moreover, by c # c(n.f, . .) we indicate that c is in- 
dependent from n. f, . . Taking into account (see [5], Theorem 8.4.8) 
II&,., G csup Ip(t)I ltl G 1 - & 
{ 
’ P E n,,; 
we get, for all p E n,,, 
where c # c(n:p). 
Lemma 2.1. lfu E C,j.r. u, E n,,. cmd 
lb - ~nllz.j,.i 6 cdu) 
log”(n + 1) 
. n= 1.2...., n; 
n=1:2..... O<:/<y. 
Proof. Use 
Consequently, 
(1 + m)i 
[I + log(m + ,),“E!:Yu - Mu) 
1 co(u) 5 6 co(u) 3 if m > n. < cO(u)logY(n + l)+ <cc,(~)++ if m < n, 
which proves the lemma. 0 
For x > -1 and [j > - 1, let (p~~“},~&~ deg pz.0 = n, be the system of orthog- 
onal polynomials with positive leading coefficients normalized with respect to 
the inner product 
Moreover, let S,T.p denote the respective Fourier projection, i.e. 
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and R”.fi = I - S”,“, where I denotes the identity operator. Of course, these op- 
erator: are well’defined in the weighted L’-space L$ of all square integrable 
functions with respect to the Jacobi weight L@ equipped with the inner product 
(2.4). But, here we have to study some properties of S,: ii in the above intro- 
duced weighted spaces of continuous functions. Define 
sl:=imax{O,cc+i}, j:=$max{O,fl+~}. 
The following lemma plays an important role in the investigation of the fast 
algorithm. 
Lemma 2.2. Let 0 6 p < 1 + x - X, 0 < r < 1 + /3 - fi, uncl 
p:=G+max{O,p+&-x}=max{p+i.p-x,+cc+$}. 
?:=j?+max{O,z+~-p}=max{t+!,~-fl/)),iB+a}. 
Then 
~pS.‘i.fl(xp,i ~cq’Cf) lw(n + 1) 
Jiw all ,f E C,,,, and n = 1.2,. . . . &ere c # c(n>.f). Jf.f E Cj;,‘:. then 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Ivhere c # c(n, ;“.J’). 
Proof. Using the formula of Christoffel-Darboux 
n-l 
>;.‘j ( t)$” (x) = b,, P,!, (.+p( t) - p,:.” (x)p,““, (t) 
/=o t - x 
for n = 1.2. . . where lim ,,-%b,, = 4, we get the representation 
!$$;,“(t)p;.$) .f(t)u”,“(t)dt 
,=I) 1 
=: .a, + J2. 
where .f, denotes the integral ~~~~‘~~~~~~:<~ . , X2 the remaining part of the in- 
tegral, and ii = 1 + max{&, p}. To estimate these integrals, firstly we remark 
that 
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(lp;.“I(_&j 6 c, n = 0, 1, . > 
where c # c(a). This is a consequence of (see [6]. Theorem 1.1) 
(2.7) 
From (2.3) it follows 
llPll, <&W./j) lI~ll~,.,.j for all P E K, (2.8) 
where c # c(n,p). Now, taking into account (2.7), (2.8), and Markov’s inequal- 
ity IIp’II, < nZl/&! p E II,+,, we can estimate 
r+( I&,)/Z& 
/.fl, I < CP 
.I 
I,f(t)l~@“-“(t) dt 
I-( I+r),p+’ 
Since, for O<p’, O<z’, and t E 
[ 
x-$$,x+~ 1 , 
c+qt) 6 cv-/'.-"(x), 
we have 
19, I <Cl”! -max[O.p+i-z}.- max{O.r+j-/i) (XI lf IL,’ i’ 
Using, for 0 < p’. z’ < 1, the estimate (camp. [7], Relations (2.7) and (2.8)) 
we obtain 
< C~~~~~i(~)I1,f’II,.,‘.i log(n + 1). 
Consequently, 
IlYf Il,,fi,i G 4fIlw.,,.7 log(n + 1) (2.9) 
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and, for all p E II,,, 
which proves (2.5). The second assertion (2.6) follows from the first one and 
Lemma 2.1. 0 
Now, let us consider a Cauchy singular integral equation of the form 
1 ' -s[ n -& +h(x,t) u(IJ- sr =f(x), x E (-1,l). (2.10) -I 
where f(x) and h(x, t) are given functions. We write this equation as operator 
equation 
(S + H)u = .f? (2.11) 
where 
(Su)(x) := ~&+(~)d~ 
denotes the Cauchy singular integral operator with 
and 
(Hu)(x) := $0; t)u(t)o(t)dt. 
-1 
Since O(X) = II- ‘/z,‘/z(x). in all what f o 11 ows we will use abbreviations of the 
form p; ‘D1j2 = p,:. It is well known (camp. [8] Section 4 or [9] Theorem 9.14 
and Relation 9.15 (2)) that 
sp,: =pf, n=O,l..... (2.12) 
where 
P(X) = \i’ 1 -x I+’ X 
Using the Gaussian rule 
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the collocation-quadrature method for Eq. (2.11) consists in solving 
&,(S + Hz)%, = L,,f‘> u,, E fL, 1 (2.13) 
where 
and ,&,f E Ll,, denotes the interpolation polynomial off‘ w.r.t. some nodes x,,,. 
-1 <.xX,,,, < x ,,,, _, < . < x,,~ < 1. For all what follows we choose x,,, = ti:,. 
j = 1:. . II. write Lj; instead of L,,, and define the weighted Lebesgue constant 
llL;;l/pr = sup{ lI~::sIly,,*: g E CT. llgll,.,,.? 6 1} 
Then (see [7], Theorem 4.1) 
llGll,,.r = O(log fl) (2.14) 
if 4 < p < i and 0 < 5 < 1. Let xi and /I” be nonnegative real numbers with 
a+< 1,8*<l,andr~+--~=-~,lj~-_/j-=~. 
If we define s^ by 
’ f‘(x) @r’)(t) := -; /‘,+) dx. 
‘-1 
then 3 : Lf 4 Li is bounded and the inverse operator of S : Li 
over, 
II II $P ,~,z+,,~_ G cIIPllx.x ./i log(n + 1) for all p E KI,,, 
where c # c(n,p), and 
(see [4] Corollary 4.5, Proposition 4.7, and Remark 4.9), and 
&SU = u for all u E Cy,,{ , 
Lf,. More- 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
S3.f = .f‘ for all .f E Ci”,,j 
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(see [lo], Proof of Proposition 3.1). Here, for Banach spaces X and Y. by 
W(X. Y) is denoted the space of all linear and bounded operators from X into 
Y. If X = Y we write shortly y(X) instead of p’(X,X). As a consequence of 
these properties of the operators S and $ we can consider (under certain 
smoothness conditions on h(x, t). camp. Theorem 2.3) the equations 
(I + SH)u = i,r (2.18) 
and 
(1 + %,K)u,, = %.f (2.19) 
in the space Ct, ,,! instead of (2.11) and (2.13), respectively. (For more details, 
see [4,10,1 I].) Remark that, in view of (2.12). each solution II;, of (2.19) belongs 
to n,,. We remember that, for 0 < (16 CA-, 0 < T < pm. and all f’ E CjJ. 
(2.20) 
where c # ~.(n.,f’) (see [4], Lemma 5.2). If ((L,,ll,,: = 0( log n) then by Lemma 
2.1 and (2.12) 
(2.21) 
for 0 < -1’ , < ;’ and for all ,f‘ E Ci;,‘:. where c # c(n. ;*‘.,f’). 
The following theorem on the convergence of the collocation-quadrature 
method is a special case of [4], Theorem 6.8. Thereby, the notation 
h E C);,;,, n Ct:! , m eans that the function g(x. t) := h(x. ~)?‘(x)~“.~(t) is continu- 
ous on [-1. l]* and h:‘.’ E C;:z uniformly w.r.t. t E [-I. I] and hj’.’ E C:):! uni- 
formly w.r.t. .Y E [-1. I]. where h:“(x) = h(x,t)~“.;(t) and hj”(r) = h(x,r)?~(s). 
Theorem 2.3 (see [4], Theorem 6.8). Let 
o<p<xm. o<t</pr, O<v< I --x . O<<< 1 -PK. 
lim !SZ! IIL,,jl,,,, = 0. 
,1+-x II;’ 
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(2.22) 
Together with (2.14) we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.4. If the clssumptions oj Theorem 2.3 we satisjed with 4 < p < u- and 
;I = 6, I = q + 1 then 
(2.23) 
Remark 2.5 (camp. (41, Theorem 5.4). Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3 the 
operators .!?L,,H, converge in Cf. ,,{, 
iH : C;, ,{+ 4 C&+, 
compactly to the compact operator 
which implies that the inverse operators 
(I + jL,H,,)-’ : C& 4 C;. ,,i+ 
exist for II 3 no and are uniformly bounded, that is 
(2.24) 
where c # c(n). 
As a special case of Lemma 2.2 and relation (2.9) we obtain, for 0 6 p < i 
and O<t< 1: 
IIR,Zf II x,,+,,~r+,,~ Gcq.“cf) log(n + 1). I’E c/m (2.25) 
(2.26) 
0 < 71’ 6 :‘, and 
IIS:.r‘II x,l,_,,‘2,r_,/l c 4fllx.,Lr log(n + 11, f’ E Cw, 
If we define 4,, := [&lkll, and Y,, := [az,]‘(ic:, where 
(2.27) 
then Eq. (2.13) (as well as (2.19)) is equivalent to 
[ W:)‘Ul: + L-k,] A,“<, = II,, := [.M,)],:, (2.28) 
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Here by LJ: is denoted the so-called generalized Vandermonde transformation 
by A; the diagonal matrix AC := diag[Jy,, . . A:;:,], by H, the matrix 
H, := [h(t;,, t;J,“,;;‘, , and we used relations (2.12) and 
t,, = (un)‘% % = U:AX,, (2.29) 
which follows from r,l, = 4$$) and x7=, Q~;(t,:,)p;(t,“,) = ci,. 
j, k = 0,. . . ( n - 1 (due to the algebraic accuracy of the Gaussian rule). Remark 
that (camp. [9] Corollary 9.20) 
[ 1 
n I, 
w:PJ:: = & 
Ill “1 ,=,.k=, 
(2.30) 
3. The fast algorithm 
The fast algorithm is based on the assumption that there exists a 6 > 0 such 
that 
(A) h E C;;;;ri n C;;‘;;:‘, f’ E C&,. 
Moreover, we assume that 
(B) the equation (I + %)u = 0 possesses only the trivial solution in Cf_ ,{+, 
for each Y+ E [O:$) and /I+ E [i, 1). 
Let us assume that the function values .f(ti,) and I~(tj:~, tzh). j. k = 1~ . , n, are 
already computed. We look for an approximate solution ii,, E II,, of 
Eq. (2.18), which we represent in the form 
and choose an integer m with 0 < m < n such that d := & is again an integer. 
The$rirst step of the algorithm consists in solving 
and setting &,, = /I:, for j = m, . . n - 1. Referring to (2.28) and (2.29) we see 
that (3.1) is equivalent to 
(ui:)‘lr. = 17,, 
or 
P,, = ui:QI,,. 
where p,, = [p,,,] ;I;. Since 
p:‘(cos S) = 
sin (j + $3 
sin + 
* o<s<?T. 
and 
t” = cos 
2kn ” ,I 2 1 - ti:k 4 2 kn _ 
nh 2n 1 
__ = ~ sin 
+ ‘“h - 2n + 1 2n + I 2n + 1 ’ 
we have 
Ul’ A” = 
4 
__ ii I, 2n + 1 
Thus, the transformation of the right-hand side tl,! by Ui:A!’ is up to a diagonal 
matrix a so-called discrete sine transformation and can be realized with 
O(n log n) complexity (see, for example, [12,13]). We remark that the trans- 
formation is not one of the four classical sine transformations, but writing 
sin (2j + 1 )kn 
2n + 1 
= sin (2i + 1)2kn 
2(2n + 1) 
it can be regarded as a restriction of the sine-1 transformation of length 2n + 1 
(camp. [12], pp. 41,42). 
Remark that 
pT(cos s) = 
Cos (j + i)s 
cos f 
. o<s<n. 
and 
4 ,2k- 1 
__ - 2n COS~7L 
Proof. Let g E C,:f ,2 and F$ E II,, with l/g - P,$iIX,,,,i = ,5$(g). By (2.1), (2.3), 
and Lemma 2.1 we have, for 0 6 7 <y-c, 
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where c # c(m, 7’. Y. g). I n view of (2.27) it follows 
where c # c(m, :‘. F. g). If we apply this estimate to g = j(f - L;;J’), 7 = 7’ + 3c, 
a;’ = ;“> and 4 = q + 2 and if we take into account (2.14) and (2.21) we obtain 
(pw - L:l.f!((,,~_~,,,_~,,+.,~,r*I 6 c l”gY%  l)//i(.f-Lf~.f)l(o., ,2,.‘, 3.,,y+2 
,, 
<c logY’“(m + 1) log;;‘(,::+ l) ll.fll,/20;~.y. 
Since H E Y(Co,,,2, C$;i) (see [4] Proposition 4.12), we can estimate with the 
help of (3.2) (7 = 7 + 6. T = 7’. @ = q + l), (2.16), and (I + .h-’ E Y(C/ ,,?) 
(see Remark 2.5) 
Since u* - r; = g(j’ - Hu* - L;:f), the lemma is proved. 0 
Define 
Then fi,,p = H,,p for all p E n,, and Eq. (2.19) is equivalent to 
(I + QY?Ju,, = L;:f. (3.3) 
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Moreover, in view of Remark 2.5, 
IlU + sLi:B,)z~,~ll~.~_,,~_ 3 +,z//,,,i ,,!. for all u, E II, (3.4) 
and all sufficiently large n. where c # C(M, u,,). 
Lemma 3.2. Zf condition (A) 1~‘. r t. h(x. t) is suti~fified, then 
tthew c # c(n). 
Proof. Let u E C0.r;2. Then, for -1 <x < 1, 
Since ll~::lIo.,/2 =_O( logn) (see [7], Theorem 4.1) the assertion follows taking 
into account H, H,, E 9 Co.l/.2~ C,,2,0 
( 
“+‘Q 
> 
([4] Proposition 4.12). 0 
In the second step of the algorithm we set sl,], = ;‘z,,, j = 0,. . . , m - 1, where 
WI,;, = EYE: y,T,,p; is the solution of 
(Z + QH,,,) W,,, = Q, (r’ - SR;$!;). (3.5) 
In view of (2.28), (2.30), and (2.29) this equation is equivalent to 
[ 
1 1 
111 m ~ + NC,, A) C,k - tl:,, q,w,, = vi,, % j=l.k- I 
“I , !)) := [r,,J:;,’ = qqp,,,. 
where o,,, = [M?,?, (t %k)],“, and Q,,, = [f(tf,t,) - (SR,:,r,S) (t&)1 jE, , and can be solved 
with O(m’) computational complexity. Since d = (2n + 1)/(2m + 1) is an inte- 
ger, the values ,f(tf?t,) and h(tLz,, z,;~) with 
are already given. Hence, it remains to compute 
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with ,!?, = [0, ,O, &,, , bz,,_,lT and r,,,,[iklkll, = [i,],!!,, which can be done 
with O(n log n) operations. Thus, the essential steps of the algorithm can be 
summarized as follows. 
Input: n, m, function f, function h 
Steps: 
(4 Compute r? := [~(Cjl]j~, and A := [& + h(&, &I] i,,‘yy,. 
(b) Compute p = [fl,];,: := UEA:q, set fi := [O,. . . ,O, fl,,,, . . , /j,,_,]'. 
(c) Determine 4 := r,,, ()1- (W’B). 
(d) Solve A6 = ij and determine y := U~lO. 
Output: Fourier coefficients yO,. . . , ;‘,,_, . /I,, . . . , p,,_, of the approximate so- 
lution & 
Lemma 3.3. If the assumptions (A) and (B) are fulfilled, then Eq. (3.5) is 
uniquely solvable for all su$iciently large m and, ,for ;” > 0 und su$ic.iently small 
E > 0, 
IIS~u* - $11 ,,2,,,y,,o < cm” (m”-‘-’ + n”m;‘) Ilf‘ll ,,2.0.-y. 
where c # c(m,n,$,f) and U* denotes the solution qf (2.18). 
(3.7) 
Proof. By (3.4) we have 
IIXP’ - “Al,,,,?., 4lxI~* - w:,ll%.,,zLi.l-t 
Furthermore, since S:u* = ,?LR(f - Hu*j - ??LfVSR&,u’ and k,,,Rz,u’ = 0. 
(I + jL;&)(S;u* - w;) = jLf,SR;,(cl, - u*) + i?L;;,(fipi,, - N)u*. 
By (2.15), (2.14), (2.17), and Lemma 3.1 we get, for 0 < E < min {$,iy}. 
II QJX(u* - v;l) r ,,2_E,,_E II 
f clog’ mII~R~(~*‘--L’~)~I,_l:,,,~~;.iy+i 
6 clog’ mlJRXu* - “;)II,,z-j:.,-i:,i:,y_I 
f clog’ m 
( 
m4E-Y-6 + n4’-: Ilfll,,z,O,Y,y 
) 
and, taking into account (2.15), (2.14), and Lemma 3.2, 
Summarizing Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 we obtain the following theorem. 
Jlir;R-zl.l~,;l ,,,,, , ~(.(111.-~‘~~~~~+ll~~-~‘~~)ll,/.ll,., .,,. ;“,’ (3.9) 
0 < :” < j’ ~ i:, l~hf3? c # c(m. I?. y’.,f’). 
The following two corollaries are immediate consequences of the above consid- 
erations concerning the complexity of the method and of the estimates (3.8) as 
well as (3.9). 
Remark 3.7. The error estimates in Corollaries 3.5 and 3.6 give almost the same 
convergence rate as Corollary 2.4 (applied with a+ = 0. p’ = i. a[- = p = $. 
and p- = T = 0) for the collocation-quadrature method together with Lemma 
2.1. But, we remark that the norm, by which the error is measured, for 
example, in (3.10), is weaker than the norm in (2.23). 
4. Numerical examples 
ln this section we present two examples for the application of the fast algo- 
rithm investigated in the previous section. Essentially, we consider the error of 
17: in comparison with the error of the solution U; of the collocation-quadrature 
method. The first example shows that in the case, that the smoothness of the 
right-hand side J’(x) is the same as the smoothness of the kernel h(x, t) of the 
regular integral operator (i.e. 6 = 0), the algorithm fails to be effective. In 
the second and in the third example the function h(x. t) is really smoother than 
,f’(x) (namely 6 = 2), and we see that already for small m in comparison with n 
the errors of the fast algorithm and the collocation-quadrature method are al- 
most the same. 
Example 4.1. Since, for - 1 < x < 1. 
the function U*(X) = 1x1 is the solution of Eq. (2.10) with 
and 
h(x.t) = (1x1 +tltl)(l -t). 
Taking into account 
h E c:::., f- c;::., c c1;12.0., n c&, 
I- 
and (camp. (2.17)) 
.f E cI;‘2.0 
(i.e. ;’ = 1. q = 1. and 6 = 0) relation (2.23) gives 
while Corollaries 3.5 and 3.6 do not apply (see Tables 1 and 2). 
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Table 1 
Example (4.1): Collocation-quadrature method 
n IM - u*II, IN - ~*II,,~.I,z IM - 4, li? I 44 - u*ll,,,,/: 
13 0.924D-01 0.444D-01 0.444D-01 0.58 
40 0.328D-01 0.154D-01 O.l54D-01 0.62 
121 0.776D-02 OS04D-02 0.504D-02 0.61 
364 O.l67D-02 O.l67D-02 O.l67D-02 0.61 
Table 2 
Example (4.1): Fast algorithm 
n In 
13 4 O.l08D-00 
40 4 0.332D-01 
40 13 0.492D-01 
121 4 0.302D-01 
121 13 0.235D-01 
121 40 0.723D-02 
364 4 0.295D-01 
364 13 0.216D-01 
364 40 0.510D-02 
364 121 0.2 I4D-02 
II::, - u*II, IFI - u*Il, I,? I 
0.700D-01 
0.307D-01 
0.194D-01 
0.320D-01 
0.106D-01 
0.729D-02 
0.312D-01 
0.889D-02 
0.305D-02 
0.214D-02 
0.693D-01 
0.303D-01 
O.l94D-0 I 
0.318D-01 
0.106D-01 
0.729D-02 
0.310D-01 
0.888D-02 
0.305D-02 
0.214D-02 
Example 4.2. Now, let 
and 
h(x, t) = (x21x/ + t’ltl)(l - t). 
Then the function U*(X) = 1x1 is the solution of Eq. (2.10). Here we have 
h E C’.O ” c4.0 c (y.1 
n.0.r 0.o.r I/Z.O.r n G:i,z., 
and (camp. (2.17)) 
.f E c;;m 
(i.e. ;’ = 1, q = 1. and b = 2). Consequently, in view of (2.23) and (3.10) (see 
Tables 3 and 4), 
and 
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Table 3 
Example (4.2): Collocation-quadrature method 
n IIUZ - u* Ilx llu:, - ~*llx.o.I,z 114 - 4dp I 44 - ~*ll~.o.I~2 
13 0.925D-01 0.443D-01 0.443D-01 0.58 
40 0.328D-01 O.l54D-01 O.l54D-01 0.62 
121 0.776D-02 0.503D-02 0.503D-02 0.61 
364 O.I67D-02 O.l67D-02 O.l67D-02 0.61 
Table 4 
Example (4.2): Fast algorithm 
13 4 0.547D-01 
40 4 0.774D-01 
40 13 0.319D-01 
121 4 0.468D-01 
121 13 0.869D-02 
121 40 0.778D-02 
364 4 0.449D-01 
364 13 O.l70D-02 
364 40 O.l67D-02 
364 121 O.l67D-02 
0.547D-01 
0.257D-01 
O.l53D-01 
0.153D-01 
0.495D-02 
0.504D-02 
O.l53D-01 
0.159D-02 
O.l67D-02 
O.l67D-02 
0.547D-01 
0.257D-01 
O.l53D-01 
0.153D-01 
0.495D-02 
O..504D-02 
O.l51D-01 
O.l59D-02 
0. I67D-02 
O.l67D-02 
Example 4.3. The function u*(x) = x1x is the solution of Eq. (2.10) with 
h(x, t) = (X’IXI + t’ltl)t( 1 - t). 
It follows 
and (camp. (2.17)) 
.f’ E Cfj’>,,, 
(i.e. ;’ = 2. 9 = 1, and 6 = 2) and, in view of (2.23) and (3.10), (see Tables 5 
and 6), 
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Table 5 
Example (4.3): Collocation-quadrature method 
13 O.I54D-0 I 0.490D-02 0.489D-02 0.83 
40 0. I38D-02 0.495D-03 0.495D-03 0.79 
121 0. I l8D-03 0.560D-04 0.560D-04 0.82 
364 0.617D-05 0.6 18D-OS 0.618D-05 0.82 
Table 6 
Example (4.3): Fast algorithm 
13 4 
40 4 
40 13 
121 4 
I21 I3 
I21 40 
364 4 
364 I3 
364 40 
364 121 
0.53lD-01 
0.39lD-01 
O.l35D-02 
0.378D-01 
0.902D-04 
0.1 l9D-03 
0.377D-01 
0.314D-04 
0.605D-05 
0.617D-05 
O.l05D-01 
0.706D-02 
0.486D-03 
0.7071)-02 
0.694D-04 
0.56lD-04 
0.707D-02 
O.l9lD-04 
0.606D-05 
0.618D-05 
O.l05D-01 
0.650D-02 
0.486D-01 
0.62OD-02 
0.694D-04 
0.56 1 D-04 
0.620D-02 
O.l88D-04 
O.l06D-05 
0.618D-05 
and 
It seems to be remarkable that, in all examples, the two different norms 
11.117,n,,,Z and ll.l/Xc.,,2,, of the error have essentially the same size. Denoting 
by tf the CPU-time needed using the fast algorithm and by tc that one needed 
using the collocation-quadrature method the following table shows the approx- 
imate values of the quotient of tf and tc for the above examples. For solving the 
(unstructured) linear system in the collocation-quadrature method Gaussian 
elimination with column-pivoting was used. 
n In tf. : t, 
121 40 =1:16 
364 40 =51:70 
364 121 =1:30 
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